
TO PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS CURRENT 
ENQUIRY: AUSTRALIAN NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ORGANIZATION 
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SOLID WASTE STORAGE FACILITY LUCAS HEIGHTS NSW 
 
I wish to make a submission to the public works committee in regards to the above matter. 
 
    The biggest concern that I have with this application by ANSTO is that it appears as if it 
will still be built with a view that it is only a temporary measure until the other temporary 
measure of storing I.L.W. Is built. 
How many more temporary storage facilities will need to be constructed before a 
permanent disposal plan is found. 
Dr. Allison McFarlane, a leading proponent from the Obama administration on Worlds Best 
Practice, (WBP) for the permanent disposal of nuclear waste has said high and 
intermediate level waste must be buried below the ground at a depth of 500 and 250 
metres in deep stable granite. Why is this so hard to find in Australia. There must be 
several hundred sites in the Woomera Prohibited Area alone that would fit the bill. 
The millions and millions of tax payers dollars spent by this department in kicking the can 
down the road is disgraceful. It could have been put to good use to bring all vested parties 
together to follow W.B.P. For a permanent home for all our own nuclear waste. 
     We have heard this government department DISER argue that we do not have enough 
I.L.W. To warrant the cost of a deep permanent disposal site however, the hundreds of 
millions of dollars being spent at present do nothing to address the inevitable. 
      Further more, the people of Kimba and Quorn and Hawker who have tried to seek 
answers to so many unanswered questions by this department, have realised long ago 
that there will never be a amicable outcome for any community if the I.L.W. Is moved from 
one temporary storage to another purely for political purposes. The trust that must be 
sought from any community has been destroyed forever. 
      If an application is granted to temporarily store I.L.W. For more years at Lucas Heights, 
then how will this effect the Low Level Waste dump at Nappandee if it is approved and not 
the I.L.W. Storage approved? 
Dr. Adi Patterson, the CEO of ANSTO has already stated that if any community does not 
get the I.L.W storage, there will be no economic benefits to the community. 
     ANSTO has stated that this application if granted will be the cheapest option as it will 
be in their existing premises. How ever, as there are no increase in personnel numbers to 
put the I.L.W. in a new shed, why then are DISER falsely claiming a number of 45 jobs to 
guard the I.L.W at any other temporary storage site? 
This was stated by the federal minister for the environment Matt Canavan. Stating the only 
reason the massive job structure changed when trying to find a site for the Low Level 
Dump went from 8 to 45 was purely because he had decided the I.L.W would go to the site 
as well. 
       In closing I would strongly urge the committee to allow the Low level and the 
Intermediate level waste to remain where it is until a national independent enquiry from all 
concerned departments and organisations can be obtained. I fully understand that there 
will never be a situation where there will be unanimous decision on such a matter but the 
community must have the trust and the support of real Worlds Best Practice of at least 
75% of the community to accept any discussion. Any thing less is and always will be a 
divided community. 
 
 
    Yours Sincerely Leon Ashton 
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